U. S. COAST GUARD
OFFICIAL MESSAGE

DEP 235
RE RBHPJ 163

P 042006Z
FM CCGD FOURTEEN

TO COAST AREA

INFO COMDT COGARD
CGC MATAGORDA

PT

SITREP ONE LORSTA FRENCH FRIGATE SHOALS OFF AIR X TROPICAL
DISTURBANCE CENTERED 22°6N 167°7W AT 041200Z APPARENTLY CAUSED
LOSS OF COMMS SINCE 041200Z WITH LORAN SIG OFF SINCE 041617Z
X CGC MATAGORDA 041600Z POSIT 25°10N 164°49W DIVERTED TO ASSIST
041830Z ETA 050200Z

BT

OPERATIONS-SHOE UNITS

U. S. COAST GUARD

OPERATOR'S RECORD AND DATE
JNAP57

OFFICIAL INITIALS